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Abstract. In this PhD project, we deal with the issue of code duplication in logic pro-
grams. In particular semantical duplication or redundancy is generally viewed as a possible
seed of inconvenience in all phases of the program lifecycle, from development to mainte-
nance. The core of this research is the elaboration of a theory of semantical duplication,
and of an automated program analysis capable of detecting such duplication and which
could steer, to some extent, automatic refactoring of program code.
1. Introduction and problem description
Program understanding or program comprehension refers to the process of acquiring
knowledge about the structure and the functioning of a computer program [Rug96]. Such
knowledge proves useful in support of a variety of software-engineering related activities
including documentation, corrective and adaptive maintenance, migration and evolution
of existing software systems [Sto06]. As a research area, program comprehension spans
several subfields ranging from cognitive science and software psychology [Cou83, Shn93],
over the development of abstract comprehension models [Bro83, Sol84, Sne98] and software
visualization techniques [Bal96, JTS98] to using program analysis to (partially) automate
program comprehension.
In this project, we will investigate program analysis techniques that allow to detect
duplication within the source code of a given program. In its most general form, the notion
of duplication refers to code fragments that are related in the sense that they subsume
the same functionality. Note that this definition covers not only code fragments that are
textually similar (“copy-paste programming”) but also code fragments that are function-
ally similar but possibly implemented in a different way. Since duplication constitutes an
existential and non-trivial program property, the discovery of duplication is obviously an
undecidable problem that can nevertheless be approximated by using program analysis.
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Detailed knowledge about duplication in a program is valuable for various reasons :
• Several studies show that software in which code duplication is present is more error-
prone and difficult to understand and maintain than software without duplication
[Kos06, Wal07a]. Hence the presence of certain forms of duplication is generally
considered a bad smell [Fow99] and believed to have a negative impact on software
evolution [Gei06]. Although there is some disagreement as to know whether du-
plication removal is always beneficial [Kap06], there seems to be a consensus that
duplication should at the very least be detected [SD02, Joh94, Man06, JM96, Fow99].
• From a purely technical viewpoint, duplication reflects redundancy in the source code
since it contains distinct code fragments that are semantically equivalent. Although
removing such redundancy may offer a practical interest (e.g. code compaction that
aims at decreasing the executable program size [Bes03]), it also raises an interest-
ing theoretical question [Kos06] whether and to what extend program code can be
normalized – i.e. being brought into a form such that it contains as few duplica-
tion as possible – in a sense similar to the normalization of relational databases
[Kho02, Lee95].
• Identifying duplication in a program allows to steer advanced analyses and transfor-
mations on the program code such as refactoring [Fow99], cliche recognition [Rug96],
aspect mining [JZ08, AK07], virus detection [Wal07b] and plagiarism detection
[Lan04]. In addition, an analysis for detecting duplication could be integrated in the
code development process in such a way that the creation of duplicates of a certain
size is avoided from the beginning [Lag97].
2. Background and overview of the existing literature
No consensus exists in the literature about an exact definition of code duplication. One
also finds the notion of code clones, although this notion sometimes describes textually
similar fragments, sometimes refers to a more general case of duplication [Kos06, Wal07a].
The scope of the proposed definition often depends on the detection technique.
This lack of standardization about code duplication is clearly addressed in three impor-
tant recent papers which constitute complete overviews of this domain: [Kos06], [Roy07]
and [Roy09]. In addition to code duplication terminology, they treat the reasons for code
duplication and its consequences, they give the general code duplication detection process,
they describe, then evaluate and compare, the existing detection techniques and tools, they
talk about visualization, removal, avoidance and management of duplication, they explain
evolution and quality analyses based on duplication, they synthesize the applications and
related research for code duplication detection, and finally, they expose the open problems
in this research field.
Among the vast amount of research done about code duplication during the last decade,
to the best of our knowledge, the problem has not received much attention in a logic
programming setting. The majority of the results have indeed been reported upon in the
context of imperative and object-oriented languages, as showed in the above references. In
the functional paradigm, even if it has not really more success than the logic paradigm,
some works are emerging. We can point [Li09] which presents the tool Wrangler, able of
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detecting duplication, among other things, in Erlang programs. [Bro10] is another work,
complementing the latter, which proposes a code duplication detection technique for Haskell,
built into the framework of the Haskell Refactorer (HaRe). Some language-independent
detection tools exist but, as experimented in [Roy09], such tools lose in precision what they
gain with their versatility since they cannot be tuned for the target language.
Furthermore, despite the fact that useful techniques and tools have been developed,
most of these code duplication detection techniques are based on the text, syntax and struc-
ture of a particular programming language. As such, they are capable of detecting dupli-
cated syntactical programming constructs (real duplication in the terminology of [Roy07])
rather than duplicated program logic within the source code of a program [Kos06, Roy07].
Nevertheless, concentrating on the program logic or the computations performed by the
program rather than its syntactical appearance is deemed essential [Kos06, Roy07] if du-
plication detection techniques are to become more powerful, more generally applicable and
independent of particular programming language constructs.
3. Goal of the research
The cornerstone of this project is to study duplication in programs written in a logic
programming language. Compared with other programming paradigms, logic program-
ming languages have an arguably simple syntax and a small, clear and well-defined seman-
tics. These characteristics make the development of a duplicated-code analysis both more
manageable (less dependent on cumbersome syntax) and at the same time more powerful.
Indeed, a logic program basically specifies a number of relations that hold between data
objects rather than the algorithms to compute certain results as is the case in an impera-
tive language. Consequently, rather than comparing syntactical algorithmic constructs, one
can directly compare control- and data-flow relations, in particular when the program is
augmented with mode information [Sma00].
4. Current status of the research
This project is still in its infancy and no result have been produced yet. For the
moment, we focus on the dissection of the state of the art and we familiarize with some
previous recent work realized inside our research group. Indeed, in [Van05], an initial study
was made on the concept of code duplication in logic programs and the outline for a basic
code duplication analysis of logic programs has been reported upon in [Van08]. The current
project presents the natural continuation of both papers. The first ideas extracted from
these works were presented at the GRASCOMP 2010 Contact Day, as a hotbed for future
development.
5. Open issues and expected achievements
Although promising, devising a duplicated-code analysis for logic programs remains a
daunting and non-trivial task. Finding duplication between the data-flow relations exhib-
ited by a program is equivalent to finding isomorphic subgraphs in the data-flow graph
of a program which is known to be NP-hard [Kri01, Kom01]. Consequently, sophisticated
algorithms guided by heuristics will be necessary in order to make the analysis scalable to
medium- and large-size programs. Topics of interest that will be studied in this project
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include the following:
• Elaborate a theory of duplication in logic programs, including a classification of
different kinds of duplication. On the one hand, this will allow to formally define
what duplication is about and to state and prove certain results on analyses that
try to detect duplicated code. On the other hand, these results could pave the way
to develop a theory of normalization of logic programs by removing redundancies.
A possible starting point for the latter topic is [Deg07] in which a first attempt
was made to define a normal form in the restricted setting of Mercury [Som96] pro-
grams. However, [Deg07] does not deal with a number of important issues such as
the normalization of data terms and predicate arguments.
• Based on the theory developed above, we will aim at developing an analysis that is
able to detect duplication into a logic program up to a certain degree. Issues that
need to be taken into account include precision (maximize the number of real du-
plicates while possibly minimizing the number of false positives), granularity (what
is considered a useful duplicate), and scalability of the analysis. With respect to
granularity, it seems that the notion of a useful duplicate may depend on the con-
text of the analysis or the transformation aimed for. Hence, it seems desirable to
design an analysis that can be parameterized with respect to the characteristics of
the duplication it should search for.
• We will study the relation with advanced programming analysis and transformation
techniques. A first topic of interest is automatically detecting opportunities for
refactoring source code. Preliminary work on refactoring of logic programs [Ser08,
Van05] has showed that a number of interesting refactorings can effectively be based
on knowledge about duplication in a program. Nevertheless, the exact coupling
between duplication in a program and the possibilities for automatic refactoring
remains an open problem.
Another topic of interest is the automatic detection of cross-cutting concerns,
sometimes called aspect-mining [Kic96, AK07]. Basically, a cross-cutting concern is
a functionality of the program that is implemented by a set of semantically similar
code fragments that are scattered through the source code of a program (a typical ex-
ample being the “logging” functionality within an application). Recent research has
showed that duplication detection techniques can be beneficial for aspect-mining
but stronger techniques capable of finding semantically related program code are
necessary [Bru05, AK07].
Finally, since a logic program can be seen as a set of relations capturing data-flow infor-
mation, we expect our research on automatically finding duplication within logic programs
to be beneficial for analyses trying to find semantically related code in other programming
languages and paradigms.
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